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Abstract: Sensible heat exchange has important consequences for urban meteorology and related
applications. Directional radiometric surface temperatures of urban canopies observed by remote
sensing platforms have the potential to inform estimations of urban sensible heat flux. An imaging
radiometer viewing the surface from nadir cannot capture the complete urban surface temperature,
which is defined as the mean surface temperature over all urban facets in three dimensions, which
includes building wall surface temperatures and requires an estimation of urban sensible heat flux.
In this study, a numerical microclimate model, Temperatures of Urban Facets in 3-D (TUF-3D),
was used to model sensible heat flux as well as radiometric and complete surface temperatures.
Model data were applied to parameterize an effective resistance for the calculation of urban sensible
heat flux from the radiometric (nadir view) surface temperature. The results showed that sensible
heat flux was overestimated during daytime when the radiometric surface temperature was used
without the effective resistance that accounts for the impact of wall surface temperature on heat flux.
Parameterization of this additional resistance enabled reasonably accurate estimates of urban sensible
heat flux from the radiometric surface temperature.

Keywords: sensible heat flux; radiometric temperature; complete urban surface temperature;
urban geometry

1. Introduction

Urban surface energy balance strongly modulates fair weather urban climates [1]. The replacement
of soil or vegetation by impervious surfaces in urban areas reduces the potential for mitigation of
ambient temperature through evaporation and transpiration [2–4]. Instead, the absorbed radiative
energy is largely dissipated as sensible heat flux, warming the atmosphere. Turbulent heat exchange in
urban areas is a major component of heat and mass transfer from the urban canopy to the atmospheric
boundary layer, and sensible heat flux is a major component of turbulent exchange. Generally,
turbulent heat exchange in urban areas can be modeled by microclimate or computational fluid
dynamics [5] numerical simulation models [6–10] or estimated by the bulk transfer approach [11–13].
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Detailed modeling of turbulent heat and mass transport in urban areas is computationally very
demanding [6,14–16]. The bulk heat transfer approach assumes the surface to be homogeneous and
horizontal, with sensible heat flux being proportional to the surface–air temperature difference divided
by aerodynamic resistance [17].

The complex geometry of urban areas presents a challenge in the estimation of sensible heat
flux [18]. One reason is that the geometric characteristics of urban areas change aerodynamic resistance,
depending on both shape and spatial arrangement [18]. The air–surface interface must be taken into
account to parameterize land–atmosphere heat and mass exchanges. This is especially important for
resistance parameterization in urban areas, since urban surface temperature is heterogeneous because
of urban structures [5,19]. When we use the bulk transfer method to estimate sensible heat flux, it
should be noted that such a resistance-based parameterization of sensible heat flux is 1D, i.e., it defines
a horizontal, homogeneous surface and its temperature in such a way that the sensible heat flux density
is the same as the one applied to the actual 3D urban surface.

Urban energy exchange studies using remotely sensed data are increasingly common because
remote sensing is an important ground observation method and can provide information that is
spatially extensive, continuous, and detailed [20–29]. The estimation of sensible heat flux with remote
sensing data is based on the bulk transfer approach, which relies on observations of the temperature
gradient [17,22,30]: Thus an appropriate parameterization should be developed. The radiometric
surface temperature observed by remote sensing depends on the specific area of building facets due to
shading by buildings and is not the complete surface temperature of targets. The complete surface
temperature is the area-weighted mean temperature of all component facets under heterogeneous
thermal conditions, which is needed to estimate urban sensible heat flux [31]. There is heat exchange
between all component facets and the air within the urban canopy and between the urban canopy and
the atmospheric boundary layer. Thus, the complete surface temperature is needed. As remote sensors
tend to be limited in their capability to observe all facets in urban areas, it is a challenge to retrieve the
urban complete surface temperature of heterogeneous mixed pixels from remote sensing data [32–34].
The complete surface temperature is required to calculate sensible heat flux [31], however, since a biased
surface temperature causes a bias in sensible heat flux estimates [11]. Reference [11] evaluated the use
of different temperatures to estimate sensible heat flux from airborne and ground measurements and
concluded that the temperature should be chosen carefully, since different temperatures can cause large
biases. Aerodynamic resistance is defined by an equation relating sensible heat flux to the temperature
difference between the surface and atmosphere at reference height [17]. Thus, different resistance
parameterizations should be considered for different temperatures. Kanda et al. [13] analyzed the
impact of using the radiometric surface temperature instead of the complete surface temperature to
estimate sensible heat flux, and the results showed that this impact should be corrected by improving
the resistance estimation.

In order to estimate sensible heat flux accurately from observed radiometric surface temperatures
through field measurements or remote sensing, the impact of the difference between the radiometric
and complete surface temperature should be parameterized. Troufleau et al. [35] investigated the
use of radiometric temperature to estimate sensible heat flux over sparse vegetation and showed
that there is an important difference between the radiometric surface temperature observed over a
vegetation canopy and the foliage temperature within it: They then explored a parameterization of
the aerodynamic resistance to reduce the bias from sensible heat flux caused by using the radiometric
surface temperature to estimate sensible heat flux. Since the radiometric surface temperature observed
over a vegetation canopy is different from the actual foliage temperature due to light interception
by leaves, Zhao et al. [36] evaluated the use of the leaf area index (LAI) in parameterizing the extra
resistance to heat transfer when the radiometric surface temperature is used to estimate the sensible
heat flux. This means adding extra resistance is a good choice to correct for bias due to the difference
between radiometric and real surface temperature.
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Although more and more studies have used radiometric surface temperature to estimate the
sensible heat flux in urban areas [3,22,37,38], the effects of directly using the radiometric surface
temperature instead of the real surface temperature in the estimation of urban sensible heat flux
have received scant attention. Thus, this study explores how the resistance changes when different
temperatures are used to estimate sensible heat flux and how to parameterize the extra resistance when
the radiometric surface temperature is used for sensible heat flux estimation.

The primary method for estimating resistance is based on measured sensible heat flux and
the air–surface temperature difference [17]. Based on a number of observations or simulations,
relationships between aerodynamic resistance and geometric parameters combined with local climate
variables can be evaluated, and then aerodynamic resistance can be parameterized using geometric
parameters and local climate variables [39]. This provides a possible way to estimate resistance
and then estimate sensible heat flux based on the observed surface and air temperature. Since the
complete surface temperature and radiometric surface temperature may be very different [32], the
aerodynamic resistance applicable to estimates of sensible heat flux from the radiometric temperature
or complete surface temperature can strongly differ. This means that different aerodynamic resistances
should be used for estimating sensible heat flux, depending on the surface temperature used. Widely
used parameterizations of aerodynamic resistance apply to the estimation of urban sensible heat flux
using the complete surface temperature [11–13]. When radiometric surface temperature is used, an
appropriate parameterization of the aerodynamic resistance should be applied.

Thus, this study explores the consequences of using different temperatures, i.e., the radiometric
versus the complete urban surface temperature, on the resistance of sensible heat flux estimations.
Specifically, we determined the aerodynamic resistance in each case to estimate sensible heat flux under
different geometric and meteorological conditions using data generated by numerical experiments with
an urban climate model named Temperatures of Urban Facets in 3-D (TUF-3D), which is a microscale
urban energy balance model [40]. A parameterization of resistances for estimating the sensible heat
flux in urban areas using observations of the urban radiometric surface temperature was developed,
since this temperature is easily retrieved with imaging radiometers.

The objective of this study was to derive an effective resistance for the calculation of urban
sensible heat flux from radiometric (nadir view) surface temperature. Modeled data generated through
numerical experiments with the TUF-3D model were used for this purpose.

The methodology of combining different temperatures with appropriate resistances to estimate
sensible heat flux in an urban environment is introduced in Section 2. The results of different resistance
parameterizations and sensible heat fluxes are in Section 3. A discussion and conclusions are in
Sections 4 and 5, respectively.

2. Methodology and Data

2.1. TUF-3D

A version of the TUF-3D microscale urban energy balance model [40] that is optimized for regular
building arrays was applied to independently model the sensible heat flux of multiple combinations
of geometric parameters and local meteorological conditions [40]. Facet temperature is calculated
based on the facet energy balance. TUF-3D fluxes and (sub)facet surface temperatures have been
evaluated against measurements from two midlatitude cities [39], and the model was subsequently
applied to evaluate radiation models [41] and to provide surface temperatures for remote sensing
research [42]. For sensible heat flux estimation, the profiles of wind speed and air temperature are a
function of urban morphology and above-canyon forcing, and they drive sensible heat exchange from
patches at each height. TUF-3D has also been used to simulate the sensible heat fluxes in a lightweight
low-rise neighborhood in Andacollo, Chile, and the results were compared to observations and a
local-scale empirical model (LUMPS) for a 14-day period in the autumn of 2009. The results showed
good agreement between observed and modeled sensible heat fluxes [43]. TUF-3D was originally
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tested against urban climate, surface temperature, and energy balance data from Vancouver, Canada,
and Basel, Switzerland, and it has been applied in diverse cities. These prior model evaluations support
the application of TUF-3D in modeling urban sensible heat flux, the complete and radiometric surface
temperatures for different urban geometries and seasons. More details about facet surface temperature
and sensible heat flux simulation in TUF-3D can be found in [39].

2.2. Complete versus Radiometric Urban Surface Temperature

Urban complete surface temperature (Tc) was defined by Voogt and Oke [31] as the area-weighted
temperature of total component areas, and it can be calculated from the facet temperatures provided
by TUF-3D. In this study, we define Tr as the radiometric temperature observed by remote sensing
from a nadir-view angle. In Reference [44], radiometric temperature was defined as the temperature
calculated from the area-weighted average of emittance by the observed surfaces after emissivity
correction and atmospheric correction. In this study, Tr was calculated from the upwelling radiation
from roofs and roads, since the narrow fields of view of satellite sensors limited observations of wall
facets by nadir-viewing imaging radiometers. The upwelling radiation of roofs and roads includes
the radiation emitted by roofs and the ground (e.g., road) and the longwave radiation reflected by
roads and roofs originally emitted by building walls and by the atmosphere. The reflected part of
radiation depends on the wall surface temperature and material emissivity of walls and roads, as well
as sensor-ground geometry. For radiometric temperature retrieval, the upwelling radiance (exitance)
at the bottom of the atmosphere is written as

Lr = εσT4
r + (1− ε)Ld, (1)

where ε is the emissivity of the surface observed by an imaging radiometer. In this study, the emissivity
of walls, roads, and roofs was set as 0.9, 0.95, and 0.91, respectively, according to Reference [45].
Here, ε is calculated as the area-weighted average of road and roof emissivity. Ld is the downwelling
atmospheric radiation at the surface, and Tr is the radiometric temperature measured by a nadir-view
imaging radiometer. TUF-3D provides the upwelling radiation from roads and roofs, including
reflected radiation. Then, Lr can be calculated as the area-weighted average of radiation from roofs
and roads. Ld is calculated from an atmospheric profile in TUF-3D.

2.3. Parameterization of Sensible Heat Flux

The sensible heat exchange between the urban surface and the atmosphere boundary layer can be
written as [11,12]

Hs = ρCp
(Tc − Ta)

rh
, (2)

where rh (s/m) is the resistance to heat transfer when the complete surface temperature Tc is used to
replace the aerodynamic near-surface air temperature. Ta is the air temperature at the reference height,
which is set at twice the building height in TUF-3D. Cp is the specific heat of air at a constant pressure
(J kg−1 K−1), i.e., 1003.5 J kg−1 K−1 at 20 ◦C, and ρ is air density (kg m−3), calculated from air pressure,
air temperature, and humidity.

When the radiometric surface temperature is used to estimate sensible heat flux, another resistance
is added to Equation (2) to reduce the bias caused by the difference between complete surface
temperature (Tc) and radiometric surface temperature (Tr) (1):

Hs = ρCp
(Tr − Ta)

rh + rr
. (3)

Tr is the radiometric surface temperature observed by remote sensing at nadir, and rr is extra
resistance to correct for the difference between urban radiometric and complete surface temperature.
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2.4. Parameterization of Resistance to Heat Transfer

Parameterization of the resistance for different urban temperatures has not been studied, and
different kinds of surface temperatures are frequently unavailable. Thus, this study analyzed the
impact of different surface temperatures on resistance to sensible heat flux transfers and parameterized
the extra resistance applicable when the directional (nadir) radiometric temperature was used to
estimate sensible heat flux. According to Equation (2), when the sensible heat flux and complete
surface temperatures are known, the resistances can be calculated as

rh = ρCp
(Tc − Ta)

Hs
. (4)

According to Equation (3), when the radiometric temperature is used, the total resistance can be
written as

rh + rr = ρCp
(Tr − Ta)

Hs
. (5)

According to Equations (4) and (5), rr can be written as

rr = ρCp
(Tr − Tc)

Hs
, (6)

where rh and rr were determined using the sensible heat flux and temperatures provided by TUF-3D.
Here, rr is directly related to the remotely sensed radiometric temperature and applies to the difference
between Tr and Tc (Equation (6)).

In urban areas, the differences between Tr and Tc are affected by urban geometry (planar area
index λp and the aspect ratio) and local meteorological conditions (solar radiation and wind, principally,
for clear sky conditions), since these factors affect the surface energy exchange and the temperature
distribution. Here, we added a diurnal plot of Tc and Tr for four dates (different seasons) when λp

is 0.25 and the ratio of building height to length (H/L) is 1.0 (Figure A1 in the Appendix A). In this
condition, the difference between Tc and Tr can reach 8 ◦C at noon in the summer and 5 ◦C at noon
in the winter. When λp and H/L increase, the difference between Tc and Tr increases. The planar
area index λp is calculated as the ratio of a building’s area to the area of a building’s footprint [39].
The differences between Tr and Tc are caused by the wall surface temperature distribution. The
surface energy exchange of walls is affected by λp, the aspect ratio, and material properties, since these
factors determine the radiative and convective heat transfer from a wall to the atmosphere boundary
layer. Urban surface material properties can exhibit large and complicated spatial variability. Here,
we focused on the effects of geometric parameters and local climate variables, i.e., λp, the aspect
ratio, solar irradiance, and wind, on different resistances and on the parameterization of the different
resistances. The wall facet area index (F), calculated as the ratio of the wall area of a building to the
area of a building’s footprint, is related to building density and the aspect ratio. Thus, F and λp will be
applied to characterize building geometry in this study. Table 1 showed the definitions of the different
temperatures, resistances, and geometric parameters used in this study.

Table 1. Definitions of the different temperatures, resistances, and geometric parameters used in
this study.

Parameters

Tc complete surface temperature

Tr radiometric surface temperature observed by remote sensing at a nadir angle

rh
rh (s/m) is the resistance to heat transfer when the complete surface temperature Tc

is used to replace the aerodynamic near-surface air temperature

rr
the extra resistance to correct for the difference between urban radiometric and

complete surface temperature

λp the ratio of a building’s area to the area of a building’s footprint

F the ratio of the wall area of a building to the area of a building’s footprint

H/L the ratio of building height to length
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2.5. Experimental Design

In order to explore how to parameterize the resistances used to estimate sensible heat flux, TUF-3D
was applied to model the sensible heat flux, radiometric surface temperature, and complete surface
temperature for different solar angles and urban geometries, e.g., different λp and aspect ratios (Table 2).
The aspect ratio is defined as the ratio of a building’s height to street width, and it can be determined
by λp and the ratio of a building’s height to a building’s width (H/L). In the version of TUF-3D applied
here, all buildings have square footprints. Here, λp and H/L are modulated, which changes both the
building density and aspect ratio in TUF-3D. Note that the ratio of a building’s height to the street
width changes with both λp and H/L. TUF-3D performs better during daytime, and thus results from
the daytime (8:00 to 17:00) will be analyzed [43].

Table 2. Numerical experiments with Temperatures of Urban Facets in 3-D (TUF-3D): geometric
conditions and input data.

Geometric Range Dates for Analysis Dates for Evaluation Variables

λp: 0.05~0.60
H/L: 0.5 to 6

12 Apr. 2010 (case 1)
29 Aug. 2010 (case 2)
28 Oct. 2010 (case 3)
18 Dec. 2010 (case 4)

27 Feb. 2010
1 Jul. 2010

17 Sept. 2010
27 Nov. 2010

solar radiation
wind speed

air temperature
air pressure at ground surface

We varied the λp value from 0.05 to 0.6 with 0.05 steps and the ratio of building height to width
(H/L) from 0.5 to 6 with 0.5 steps in our numerical experiments with TUF-3D, which thus explored
most urban densities and aspect ratios [45]. The λp and H/L determine the aspect ratio in TUF-3D.
Meteorological data, i.e., solar radiation, wind speed, air temperature, and air pressure, on eight
sunlit days were collected from a weather station at the Hong Kong Observatory to model sensible
heat flux and the radiometric and complete surface temperatures: 27 February 2010 and 12 April
2010 (spring); 1 July 2010 and 29 August 2010 (summer); 17 September 2010 and 28 October 2010
(autumn); 27 November 2010 and 18 December 2010 (winter). Resistances were then computed using
either radiometric or complete surface temperature. In this study, the latitude was set as 22.15◦ N. An
overview of the numerical experiments is given in Table 1. The data from 0:00 to 24:00 were simulated,
but only the data from 8:00 to 17:00 were used in this study.

The sensible heat flux, complete surface temperature, and radiometric temperature were modeled
under different forcing and geometric conditions. The simulated data on four days were used to
determine the resistances according to Equations (4)–(6). Solar angles affected the sunlit and shaded
facet distribution and then affected the surface energy heat exchange. Solar angles were calculated from
the latitude and day of the year as well as the time of day. In order to study the impact of solar angles
on the different resistances, different days of the year were included in the numerical experiments (i.e.,
1, 45, 90, 135, 180, 225, 270, 315) based on the same meteorological variables. Next, the dependence
of rh and rr on geometric parameters and local climate variables was analyzed and parameterized.
Finally, parameterizations of rh and rr were developed and evaluated against independently simulated
days in terms of sensible heat flux predictions.

2.6. Evaluation of the Parameterizations

Thermal images with 0.5 m of spatial resolution observed by an airborne thermal camera at
noontime (12:40 to 13:00) on 6 August 2013 in urban areas of the Kowloon Peninsula (Figure 1) were
used to evaluate the parameterization of rr. The FOV (Field angle of view) of the thermal camera was
24◦ and the flight height was 500 m. The complete urban surface temperature (Tc) was estimated from
high-resolution thermal data and GIS building data. The building GIS data could provide λp and F in
this study. More information about the high-resolution thermal images and building data is referred to
in Reference [33]. The radiometric temperature (Tr) was obtained by aggregating to a lower spatial
resolution the high-resolution thermal images observed from a nadir or near-nadir direction. Then Tc
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was used to estimate the sensible heat flux in Equation (2), and rh in Equation (2) could be estimated as
it was in Voogt and Grimmond (2001) and Yang et al. (2016). Tr was used to estimate the sensible heat
flux in Equation (3), and rr was calculated from urban building data and meteorological data from the
Hong Kong Observatory using the parameterizations developed in this study. Then the sensible heat
fluxes from Equations (2) and (3) were compared. If both parameterizations were correct, the values of
sensible heat fluxes given by Equation (2) should have been the same as the values of sensible heat
fluxes given by Equation (3). Figure 2 is a flow chart of this study.

Figure 1. High-resolution thermal images.

Figure 2. Flow chart of this study.

3. Results

3.1. Sensitivity of rh and rr to Urban Geometry and Meteorological Forcing

Here, rh, rh + rr, and rr were calculated with Equations (5) and (6) using the data generated with
the TUF-3D numerical experiments when λp varied from 0.05 to 0.60 and H/L from 0.5 to 6. Figure 3
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illustrates the dependence of rh, rh + rr, and rr on λp for buildings with a moderate vertical extent
when different surface temperatures were used. Here, we only show two kinds of H/L values (H/L = 2
and H/L = 3) as an example to explain the change of resistances with λp. As λp increased, rh decreased,
because Tc decreased more rapidly than sensible heat flux as the fraction of the 3D surface area that
was shaded grew (Appendix A Figure A2a,b).The sensible heat flux decreased with λp first, since the
buildings became closer together and roughness could decrease. Skimming flow appeared, and the
overall surface roughness could decrease [39], and thus the sensible heat flux decreased first. With the
increase of λp, the displacement length also increased. This could cause a slight increase of sensible
heat flux when λp was larger than 0.44 in some cases (Appendix A Figure A1).

When the nadir radiometric surface temperature (Tr) was used to estimate sensible heat flux
(Equation (2)), the relation between λp and resistance (rh + rr) (Figure 3) was different than when Tc

was used for the same sensible heat flux values (Figure 3). The change of Tr with λp was not monotonic
(Appendix A Figure A2c), and thus the trends of resistance rh + rr as a function of λp changed with
the season. As seen in Figure 3a,b, rh + rr increased when λp increased, while (in Figure 3c) rh + rr

even decreased when λp increased. As seen in Figure 3d, rh + rr decreased, then increased when λp

increased. The extra resistance rr for radiometric surface temperature kept increasing with λp (Figure 3)
because the difference between Tc and Tr increased with λp. Additionally, rr could be several times
higher than rh. This means that extra resistance rr should be added to estimate sensible heat flux
correctly when the radiometric surface temperature is used. In addition, the relation between rr and λp

was in good agreement with the linear relationship under different conditions (Appendix A, Table A1).
The correlation coefficients between rr and λp were higher than 0.92 in the simulations of cases 1–4
(Appendix A, Table A1: 12 April 2010 (case 1), 29 August 2010 (case 2), 28 October 2010 (case 3),
18 December 2010 (case 4)) under different meteorological and structural conditions. This made it
possible to parameterize rr. Thus, adding rr to estimate sensible heat flux using the radiometric surface
temperature was feasible.

The change of Tr with λp was affected by solar angles (Appendix A Figure A2c,d), and this also
made the related resistances change. On 29 August 2010, the solar zenith angle was lower than on the
other days, and thus the effects of added shadow caused by increasing λp were smaller than the increase
in the fractional area of rooftops, and Tr increased with the increase in λp. The area of wall facets per
unit of horizontal area increased with increasing λp. This increased the fraction of urban area that was
not captured by a nadir-looking radiometer, thus increasing the difference between Tr and Tc, leading
to a higher rr at higher λp. On other days, the solar zenith angle was higher, and thus the shadow
areas increased when λp increased. This made Tr decrease with λp first (Appendix A Figure A2c,d).
When λp kept increasing, the shadow areas on a horizontal surface did not increase because of dense
high-rise buildings. This made Tr start to increase with λp. This was very obvious on 17 December
2010, since wind speed was lower than on other days. The trend in rh + rr on 17 December 2010 was
similar to the trend in Tr with respect to λp.

The resistances were affected by wind speed and solar radiation. Solar radiation on 29 August
2010 was higher than on other days, and thus rr was higher than on other days and increased more
rapidly with λp. The resistances on 18 December 2010 were larger than on 28 October 2010, since wind
speed on 18 December 2010 was 1.1 m/s, while it was 3.9 m/s on 28 October 2010. Wind speed not only
affected aerodynamic resistance, but also affected rr, since it affected the energy exchange at a wall
surface and thus the difference between Tc and Tr.
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Figure 3. Resistances (rh, rh + ra, ra, rh + rr, rr in Equations (2)–(4)) as a function of λp for different
seasonal conditions: (a) 11 April 2010; (b) 29 August 2010; (c) 28 October 2010; (d) 17 December 2010.
H/L is the building height to width ratio. All buildings had square footprints.

The relationships between resistance and the wall-to-plan area ratio F when different temperatures
were used under different conditions are shown in Figure 4. Generally, rh decreased with increasing
F when Tc was used (Figure 4a–d). When F increased, the wall facet areas exposed to solar heating
and wind convection increased, and thus it was easier to dissipate the excess heat at a wall through
convection with a certain building density. When radiometric surface temperature was used, the
trends of rh + rr with F were not monotonic, but they were similar to the trend of rh + rr versus λp. The
change of rr with F was complicated. When rr was higher than 20 s/m, the relation between rr and F
was logarithmic (Figure 4a,b,d; and Appendix A, Table A2). When rr was smaller than 20 s/m, the
relation between rr and F was logarithmic only when the aspect ratio was smaller than 3 (Appendix A,
Table A2). When λp was 0.25 and F was 2, the aspect ratio was 2. When λp was larger than 0.1, the
aspect ratio was larger than F in TUF-3D. According to Reference [45], the mean aspect ratio in a typical
compact high-rise area is about 2.5. Thus, the logarithmic relationship between F and rr applies to
urban areas.

Solar irradiance enhanced the difference between the radiometric and complete surface
temperature. The relationship between resistances and F in Figure 4 was also affected by wind
speed, as was the relationship between resistances and λp (Figure 4). When the wind speed was higher,
rh and rh + rr became smaller, as did rr (Figure 4c,d). As seen in Appendix A, Table A2, the correlation
coefficients between rr and F were higher than 0.85, except for cases when rr was smaller than 20 s/m.

The solar irradiance of urban facets changes with the solar angle, modifying shadow patterns
and facet irradiance [46]. The surface temperatures of the ground, roofs, and walls can undergo very
different diurnal cycles because of differences in solar illumination, facet orientation, and material
properties [5]. Figure 5 shows the changes in resistance with different solar zenith angles and solar
azimuth angles and solar radiation. The results show that rr increased with decreasing solar zenith
angles first and then reached a peak when the solar zenith angle was smallest (highest solar elevation
angle). Here, rh did not obviously change with the different solar zenith angle except on day 360 and
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day 315: rh slightly increased with decreases in the solar zenith angle first, and then decreased with
increases in the solar zenith angle. This was similar to rr. On days 90, 180, and 225, rh remained almost
constant. This meant rh could be parameterized as a function of surface structure parameters and wind
speed in most conditions, as was shown in References [11,39]. Changes in rr with the solar zenith
angle were clear. When the solar zenith angle was small, rr was highest (Figure 5). The solar azimuth
angle also affected shadow distributions and then the differences between the temperatures used in
this study. Resistance rh had no obvious relationship with solar radiation and the solar angle.

Figure 4. Resistances (rh, rh + ra, ra, rh + rr, rr in Equations (2)–(4)) versus F under different conditions:
(a) 11 April 2010; (b) 29 August 2010; (c) 28 October 2010; (d) 18 December 2010.

Figure 5. Cont.
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Figure 5. Resistances versus θz on different days of the year (DoYs): (a) 45; (b) 90; (c) 180; (d) 225;
(e) 270; and (f) 360.

3.2. Parameterization of rr

Generally, the resistances applicable to Tr are higher than the resistance applicable to Tc in the
daytime, and thus if we just used Tr from nadir remote sensing data to replace Tc, the sensible heat flux
would be overestimated in daytime. Especially when wind speed is small (<2 m/s), the resistance of Tr

can reach more than five times the resistance of Tc: This can cause a large overestimation of sensible
heat flux in urban areas if the correct resistance is not used. Considering the current parameterization
methods for aerodynamic resistance are based on the Tc used for sensible heat flux estimation, the extra
resistance rr should be added to calculate the sensible heat flux correctly when using the radiometric
surface temperature.

As seen in Figures 3 and 4, the trends of (rh + rr) with λp and F were not monotonic. The
additional resistance rr correlated better with geometric parameters and local climate variables than
aerodynamic resistance (rh + rr) of radiometric temperature (Figures 3 and 4). This meant that the
parameterization of rr was easier and better than directly parameterizing the aerodynamic resistance
of radiometric temperature.

Urban geometry and solar irradiance affected the relation between Tc and Tr as observed by
remote sensing. Thus, rr could be parameterized as a function of urban geometric parameters and solar
irradiance. Wind speed at reference height affected aerodynamic resistance, while the extra resistance
was caused by the difference between Tr and Tc. The resistances on 18 December 2010 were larger than
on 28 October 2010, since the wind speed on 18 December 2010 was 1.1 m/s, while the wind speed
was 3.9 m/s on 28 October 2010 (Figures 3 and 4). The wind speed at reference height above the urban
canopy could reduce thermal heterogeneity and then reduce the difference between Tr and Tc, and thus
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the extra resistance decreased with increasing wind speed. This means that wind speed (w) should be
included to parameterize the extra resistance. Thus, a generic empirical parameterization of rr can be
written as

rr = a1 ln(F) + a2 ∗ λp + a3 ∗ θa + a4 ∗ θz + a5 ∗Kd + a6 ∗w + a7, (7)

where w is wind speed (m s−1), Kd is solar irradiance on a flat surface (W m−2), θa is the azimuth angle
(◦), and θz is the zenith angle (◦).

The form of the parameterization (Equation (7)) was based on an analysis of the dependence
of the additional resistance on geometric parameters. The dependence of rr on F was logarithmic
(Figure 5), while it was nearly linear with λp (Figure 4). Similar evaluations (not shown) for the
remaining parameters in Equation (7) did suggest a linear relationship. This led us to choose the
polynomial form of Equation (7).

The correlation coefficients between rr and urban geometric parameters and local climate
parameters were estimated using the simulated data (Table 3). When the ratio of daytime total
sensible heat flux to daytime total net radiation (Hs/Rn) was higher than 0.1, the correlation coefficient
between the extra resistance and geometric parameters and local climate parameters was 0.63, and the
RMSE was 19.78 s/m. When the ratio of sensible heat flux to net radiation was higher than 0.2, the
correlation coefficient (r) between rr and geometric parameters and solar parameters was 0.73 and the
RMSE was 14.3 s/m, while the rr to estimate sensible heat flux could reach more than 100 s/m. When
the ratio of sensible heat flux to net radiation was higher, the extra resistance was more sensitive to
geometry and solar parameters. In the daytime, the ratio of sensible heat flux to net radiation was
generally larger than 0.2 [47]. In other words, in most cases, it was not really necessary to estimate
Hs/Rn to determine the appropriate values of the coefficients in Equation (7). Additional comments on
this aspect can be found in the discussion in Section 4. Thus, rr could be parameterized using urban
geometric parameters and solar irradiance in the daytime.

Table 3. Parameterization of rr under different conditions.

Hs/Rn a1 a2 a3 a4 a5 a6 a7 R RMSE (s/m)

>0.1 8.32 40.60 −0.056 −0.30 0.001 −5.99 54.56 0.63 19.78

>0.2 7.64 37.30 −0.033 −0.25 0.013 −4.81 36.02 0.73 14.3

>0.3 6.18 31.45 −0.019 −0.074 0.025 −3.99 14.82 0.77 10.16

>0.4 5.52 25.34 −0.017 −0.007 0.026 −3.34 8.63 0.77 8.3

3.3. Evaluation of the Parameterization of rr

The parameterizations of rr (Table 3) when H/Rn was larger than 0.2 were evaluated using
numerical experiments on 27 February 2010, 1 July 2010, 17 September 2010, and 17 November 2010
(Figure 6). The results show that rr was underestimated when rr was larger than 40 s/m. On 27
November, rr was relatively low since the wind speed was higher than on other days.

The radiometric temperature is much higher than the complete urban surface temperature within
urban spaces in the daytime. The main observation targets in an urban canopy are urban roofs
and streets at nadir or near-nadir. This overestimates the sensible heat flux when the radiometric
temperature is directly used to replace the complete surface temperature to estimate sensible heat
flux. Extra resistance rr should be added when the radiometric temperature over an urban canopy
is used for sensible heat flux estimation. Another option is to develop a parameterization scheme
of aerodynamic resistance when the radiometric temperature from remote sensing data is used.
However, the development of a relation for aerodynamic resistance in sensible heat estimation from
the radiometric surface temperature based on urban geometry and climate variables is more complex
than adding extra resistance.
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Figure 6. Evaluation of the parameterizations of rr based on numerical experiments: (a) 27 February
2010; (b) 1 July 2010; (c) 17 September 2010; (d) 27 November 2010.

Figure 7 is a comparison of sensible heat fluxes calculated from Equations (2) and (3) and
radiometric temperature without considering extra resistance (based on thermal airborne data). The
results show that the r2 and RMSD between the sensible heat flux calculated from the radiometric
temperature without rr and the sensible heat flux from Equation (2) were 0.69 and 147.56 W m−2.
The sensible heat flux calculated from radiometric temperature without rr was much higher than the
sensible heat flux from Equation (2). This was because the radiometric temperature observed over
an urban canopy is much higher than the complete urban surface temperature within urban spaces.
In this study, most roof temperatures were >47 ◦C, while most wall temperatures were about 31 to
33 ◦C. Thus, the complete urban surface temperature within the urban area was much lower than
the radiometric temperature observed over the urban canopy. Thus, the sensible heat fluxes were
overestimated when the radiometric temperature was directly used to estimate the sensible heat flux.

After adding the extra resistance rr (Equation (3)), the sensible heat flux calculated from radiometric
temperature based on Equation (3) was smaller than the sensible heat flux from radiometric temperature
without rr. The results show that the differences in sensible heat fluxes from Equations (2) and (3) were
much smaller than the differences in sensible heat fluxes calculated from radiometric temperature
without rr and the sensible heat fluxes from Equation (2). The r2 and RMSD between the sensible
heat fluxes calculated from Equation (2) and the sensible heat fluxes from Equation (3) were 0.79 and
47.98 W m−2. This RMSD was comparable to the accuracy of the eddy covariance (e.g., 50 W m−2),
which is an acceptable accuracy for sensible heat flux. Overall, the sensible heat fluxes from Equations
(2) and (3) were much closer to each other than the sensible heat fluxes from Equation (2) and the
sensible heat fluxes calculated from radiometric temperature without rr. This suggested that the
parameterization of rr in estimating sensible heat flux using observations of the radiometric temperature
was acceptable.
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Figure 7. Sensible heat flux estimated by Equations (2) and (3).

4. Discussion

Urban sensible heat flux is an important indicator of urban climate, since it represents the
dissipation of excess heat in urban areas. Sensible heat flux estimation from remote sensing data has the
ability to provide regional- or large-scale information [12,22,37]. However, whether the bulk transfer
method of sensible heat flux estimation applies to radiometric temperature as observed by remote
sensing is still not clear. Voogt and Grimmond [11] analyzed the effects of using different surface
temperature definitions on the estimation of sensible heat flux based on resistance parameterization
methods. Their results showed that surface temperature must be carefully selected for urban sensible
heat flux estimation. Kanda et al. [13] analyzed the impact of different representative temperatures
(complete surface temperature and radiative temperature) on the estimation of sensible heat flux
and estimated the resistances based on different temperatures. Their results showed that there is an
obvious difference between the resistances estimated from radiometric temperature and complete
surface temperature. The results also showed that there is a seasonal change in roughness length and
resistance, while the results did not suggest a significant correlation between solar elevation and the
estimated roughness length. This is similar to the results in this study. The solar angle had no obvious
effect on the resistance derived from the complete surface temperature, according to our study.

Here, we parameterized resistance for urban sensible heat flux estimations based on nadir
radiometric temperatures observed from remote sensing. The results showed that adding extra
resistance was a feasible approach. The extra resistance could be parameterized using urban parameters
(e.g., a planar area index, wall facet area index) and meteorological variables (e.g., wind speed, solar
radiation). Parameterization of the extra resistance was affected by the ratio of sensible heat flux
to net radiation, and when the ratio of sensible heat flux to net radiation was lower than 0.1, the
parameterization of extra resistance had a larger RMSE compared to a higher ratio of sensible heat flux
to net radiation. In our view, the impact of Hs/Rn on the accuracy of the estimated rr represented an
important caveat only when Hs/Rn < 0.1. This case is likely to apply when latent heat flux is large,
e.g., in urban neighborhoods characterized by a large fraction of vegetation. Under these conditions,
additional resistance would still be needed to estimate Hs from Tr, but such resistance would depend
on vegetation rather than urban geometry. In the daytime, the ratio of sensible heat flux to net radiation
is generally higher than 0.2 [47], and thus the parameterization method for extra resistance could be
applied to estimate the urban sensible heat flux and reduce the RMSE when we directly used the
radiometric surface temperature.
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There were several limitations to this study. There were additional factors that led to errors in
sensible heat flux estimation. One factor was that rr was underestimated when rr was larger than 40 s/m
(Figure 6). Additionally, although the sensible heat flux simulated by TUF-3D has been validated by
several measurements [40,43], TUF-3D has several limitations when applied to studies of sensible heat
flux. For example, it only deals with uniform building footprints and represents the momentum forcing
and associated impacts of turbulence on sensible heat transfer in a simplified fashion. In real urban
areas, building shapes and structures are complex and variable, which affects wind flow. Additionally,
the wind profile in TUF-3D is parameterized as an exponential canopy wind speed profile. Thus,
resistance parameterizations for sensible heat flux based on remote sensing data over urban areas still
need more exploration based on field experiment data.

In this study, the parameterization method for extra resistance was only studied for uniform
built-up areas. Variations in vegetation and building shape were not considered. For mixed areas
with vegetation and buildings, extra resistance for radiometric temperature can be estimated by
combining the parameterization methods developed in this study for building areas with the methods
for vegetation canopy explored by Reference [36]. Vegetation also affects the distribution of urban
surface temperature, and this further affects the difference between radiometric temperature and
complete surface temperature. Thus, a combination of the parameterization methods developed in this
study for building areas with the methods for vegetation canopy explored by Reference [36] still needs
to be explored. When the satellite observation direction changes, the radiometric temperature may
change. Thus, directional (non-nadir) radiometric temperature (for estimations of urban sensible heat
flux) still needs more exploration. Urban material properties also affect thermal heterogeneity, which
affects the difference between complete surface temperature and radiometric temperature. In addition,
thermal heterogeneity also affects heat transfers within urban areas [5]. Thus, the estimation of urban
sensible heat flux from remote sensing data requires much more exploration.

5. Summary and Conclusions

The estimation of urban sensible heat flux is important for urban climate studies and for
assessments of surface–atmosphere convective heat transfer. Direct predictions of urban sensible
heat flux based on thermal remote sensing are still limited because of complications related to urban
geometry. Radiometric surface temperatures observed from remote sensing platforms cannot capture
the corresponding complete urban surface temperature directly, but instead always capture a biased
surface temperature that depends on the view direction. This study explored the utility of “effective”
resistances for sensible heat flux estimation, enabling the prediction of sensible heat flux from directional
(nadir) radiometric surface temperature despite the fact that the complete surface ultimately contributes
to total urban sensible heat flux. The results showed that the effective resistance required to assess
sensible heat flux from radiometric surface temperature over urban canopies was higher than the
resistance required when assessing sensible heat flux from complete urban surface temperature during
daytime. Thus, the use of radiometric (i.e., directional, nadir) temperature instead of the complete
surface temperature required the addition of extra resistance to prevent large overestimations of sensible
heat flux during daytime. The magnitude of this extra resistance was affected by urban geometry
and climate conditions, e.g., building or roof plan area, solar radiation, and wind speed, since these
parameters affect three-dimensional surface temperature heterogeneity and therefore the difference
between the radiometric temperature observed from remote sensing data and the complete urban
surface temperature. This study explored different surface temperature definitions and associated
resistances for estimations of urban sensible heat fluxes, and the results indicated that an appropriately
modified resistance parameterization should be adopted when different temperature definitions are
used, and that these parameterizations should be based on local meteorological and urban surface
structure conditions.
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Appendix A

Figure A1. Diurnal plots of the difference between Tc and Tr.

Figure A2. Changes in sensible heat flux (a) Tc (b) and Tr (c) with λp.
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Table A1. Regressions between resistances and λp.

11 April 2010 29 August 2010 28 October 2010 17 December 2010

H/L = 2
rh = −78.00 * λp + 58.68,

r = 0.99
rh = −75.27 * λp + 47.16,

r = 0.98
rh = −47.93 * λp + 42.17,

r = 0.99
rh = −84.10 * λp + 73.53,

r = 0.95

rr = 121.02 * λp + 16.179,
r = 0.99

rr = 163.89 * λp + 7.2,
r = 0.97

rr = 37.35 * λp + 9.48,
r = 0.97

rr = 99.54 * λp + 6.11,
r = 0.96

H/L = 3
rh = −86.01 * λp + 52.67,

r = 0.98
rh = −100.17 * λp + 46.05,

r = 0.97
rh = −56.39 * λp + 39.28,

r = 0.99
rh = −101.49 * λp + 67.47,

r = 0.99

rr = 132.86 * λp + 20.86,
r = 0.99

rr = 237.41 * λp + 7.72,
r = 0.95

rr = 36.11 * λp + 10.49,
r = 0.92

rr = 110.68 * λp + 5.40,
r = 0.94

Table A2. Regressions between resistances and F.

11 April 2010 29 August 2010 28 October 2010 17 December 2010

λp = 0.25
rh = −19.45 * ln F + 49.39,

r = 0.99
rh = −14.2 * ln F + 37.13,

r = 0.99
rh = −12.27 * ln F + 36.96,

r = 0.99
rh = −24.37 * ln F + 64.90,

r = 0.99

rr = 17.02 * ln F + 35.04,
r = 0.99

rr = 39.79 * ln F + 32.40,
r = 0.92

rr = 4.25 * ln F + 15.71,
r = 0.88(aspect ratio < 3)

rr = 2.14 * ln F + 23.86,
r = 0.67

λp = 0.36
rh = −20.83 * ln F + 51.31,

r = 0.99
rh = −17.48 * ln F + 37.13,

r = 0.99
rh = −14.09 * ln F + 38.67,

r = 0.99
rh = −23.68 * ln F + 66.20,

r = 0.99

rr = 24.57 * ln F + 35.59,
r = 0.96

rr = 52.36 * ln F + 29.56,
r= 0.94

rr = 2.62 * ln F + 18.06,
r = 0.85

rr = 11.74 * ln F + 27.88,
r = 0.98
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